Win the job with Enphase
Unlock challenging commercial projects, make more profit
Enphase enables the fastest way to deploy a commercial system – simple design, fewer regulatory
hurdles, and ease of approval:
• An all-AC system eliminates the liability of working with dangerous high-voltage DC.
• Independent architecture enables flexible panel placement and freedom from minimum string lengths.
• Say goodbye to restricted inverter access, plantroom space for large inverters, and the cost and
hassle of additional equipment cooling.
• You don’t even need to roll a truck when repairing Enphase microinverters since single-SKU seed
stock can be ready on-site.

Produce more revenue
Complicated roof? Shading? No problem.
The same independent architecture that enables
maximum production, makes the design of every project
easier. Win those challenging projects to produce more
revenue. Maximise your project size, install on shaded and
cluttered roofs, and easily add more panels in the future.
Case study: Richmond Town Hall, Melbourne VIC
The brief called for solar to be integrated across seven council
buildings while maintaining aesthetic integrity, ensuring
system monitoring, and guaranteeing maximum production.
Installer: Smart Commercial Solar
Size:

113 kW

Operate with less liability
First responders won’t risk DC solar, why would you?
Unlike DC solar inverters, Enphase IQ™ microinverters
provide an AC solution that uses no high voltage DC,
ensuring the utmost safety for for commercial clients.
Build a reputation for solar quality and safety with Enphase,
and set your self apart from your competition.
Case study: Queensland Fire and Emergency Services (QFES)
QFES required rugged, fire-safe, high-performance solar to
assist with operational efficiency and enhance sustainability
for its community supporting rural fire brigades.
Installer: Excel Power
Size:

~250 kW across more than 50 sites
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Operational efficiency and less hassle
O&M costs can be high for traditional inverter failures.
Our microinverter defect rate is only 0.05%. That means only
one microinverter will need to be replaced, out of a batch
of 2,000, in any given year. And, that gives you 1,999 great
reasons to rely on Enphase for your commercial projects.
Plus, if a micro fails it’s as easy as changing a lightbulb.
Case study: Cook Medical Centre, Eight Mile Plains QLD
Investment security was just as important as implementing
the measurable benefits of solar to offset electricity costs and
ensure both patient and medical staff safety.
Installer: Positronic Solar
Size:

Building 1: 99.75 kW | Building 2: 45 kW

Panel-level control
Less effort to monitor and troubleshoot.
Monitoring your entire fleet remotely and identifying the root
cause of an issue is easy with the Enphase Installer Toolkit
and Enlighten mobile app. Plus your customers get control
over their energy asset, and full visibility of the financial and
clean energy performance of their solar investment.
Case study: Transdev, South East Queensland
For the first public transport depot in AU to feature a fully solar
powered bus, panel-level monitoring was a critical requirement
to ensure optimal management of this pioneering project.
Installer: REA Global
Size:

95 kW

Get more support with Enphase

Less than one minute wait time

Self-service warranty claims

Engineering design review

We know how valuable your time is
– that’s why our AU-based technical
support team measures wait times
in seconds – not minutes or hours.

Save time and get reimbursed
faster with self-service warranty
claims and quick labour
reimbursement payments.

Our engineers are readily available
to to assit you at the design stage
to ensure a smooth installation and
commissioning process.

Safe, smart and tough.
Designed in California | go.enphase.com/winthejob

